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Unemployment Rates by Jamie Brown

The unemployment rate in the United States has

gone up and down through the years. Impressively,

the rates are the lowest they have been since

January of 2002. In the United States, the

unemployment rate is currently at 3.6%. In

Montana, the rate is currently at 2.3%. In April of

2020, the unemployment rate in the United States

was at 14.7% and, in Montana, the rate was at

12.2%. There are currently 13,000 people

unemployed in the state of Montana, and 6 million

in the entire country.

Top 5 Rarest Diseases by Tristan Frossard

1. Field’s Disease

This rare disease was discovered in 1994 and has

no treatment other than to try to treat the

symptoms. The symptoms are: Deterioration of the

muscular system, progressive limitation of

movement and speech, occasional twitching and

trembling, painful muscle spasms. There is no

known awareness program, but there's this article.

There are currently 2 known cases in the world.

2. RPI ( Ribose-5-Phosphate Isomerase)

Deficiency

This disease is known for causing: Damage to the

optic nerves and involuntary eye movements,

seizures, spasticity and developmental delays,

balance and mobility problems, slowing of thought

and speech. With no cures or treatment I feel bad

for those diagnosed with this. Discovered in 1999

there is no known awareness program or

organization for RPI Deficiency. There have been

only 3 historical cases and 2 more reported cases

since then.

3. Epidermodysplasia verruciformis

(EV)

Causing: a high risk of skin cancer, flat wart-like

papules, scaly growths, lesions and tumors. EV is a

crippling disease with no treatment, surgery can

remove the growths but they will come back. No

awareness yet again. It was discovered in 1922.

4. Parry-Romberg Syndrome

Finally we got some awareness provided by a

foundation called The Romberg’s Connection. This

Syndrome causes: Atrophy of the skin and

connective tissues, usually on the face, hair loss,

scarring, reduction of pigmentation in the skin,

severe tissue pain, migraines, recession of the eye

orbit and visual abnormalities such as drooping

eyelids, nausea and vomiting, decreased swelling at

the site, dental abnormalities. And, finally, we got

some treatment. Immunosuppressive drugs may

help as well as skin, fat, and tissue grafts, but if

you’re lucky the condition will reverse itself and

cease. This condition was discovered in 1825.



5. Microcephaly

Being discovered in 2002 it causes a smaller head

and brain, there is no cure or surgery. Sadly you do

have a reduced life expectancy and a lot of cognitive

impairments. In the 19th and early 20th (1800s

and early 1900s) century people with this condition

were called pinheads and sold to freak shows. And

finally we got an awareness day! September 30th is

Microcephaly Awareness Day.

Tectonic Plates by Thomas Fortier

A Tectonic plate is a massive rock generally

composed of both ocean and continental

lithosphere.There are seven major tectonic plates.

Those seven are the Antarctic, Indo Australian,

North American, Pacific, and South American.

These plates move about 4 inches per year causing

the earth to reshape every once in a while. Tectonic

plates are always moving, but sometimes get stuck

at their edges due to friction. When the stress on

the edge overcomes the friction, there is an

earthquake that releases energy in waves that travel

through the earth's crust causing the shaking. The

move of these plates can also account for noticeable

geologic events such as volcanic eruptions and

more subtle yet sublime events like the building of

mountains.

The Great Outdoors

Fly Tying by Tanner Mcdonald

Fly tying takes a lot of skill and it also takes a lot of

patience, but I personally think it is a good hobby

to get into and learn. There is a wide variety of flies

that you can tie like Nymphs, Caddises, Wooly

Buggers, etc. You will need a lot of different

materials, but start out simple like a leech pattern.

Once you get that down, you can just slowly start

getting more technical with your flies. Your main

purchase should be a good vise and that is what you

hold your hook with so you can create the fly. In

reality, fly tying just isn't for everyone, but I think

you should give it a try if you are into fishing.

Tick Season by Vivian Andersen

Tick season is in May through July with another

burst in October. Ticks are parasitic arachnids.

Ticks have 4 life phases: an egg, six legged larva, 8

legged nymph, and the last adult. Adults can reach

3-5mm in length depending on their sex, fullness,

and age. Ticks can be brown, reddish brown, black,

or even gray or blue when engorged. (Engorged- to

swell with blood, water, or other fluids.) They can

live up to 3 years and their typical cause of death is

starvation from not finding a new host in time. (30

days + no host = death.) They live in shady, moist

places around ground level. They’ll cling to tall

grass or shrubs so when you pass they can jump

and attach themselves to you. Ticks that are

carrying a disease are most typically carrying lyme

disease. After crawling around on your for a while

undetected, they find a spot to feed. They grab your

skin, cut into it, inbead their head/ barbed feeding

tube, and some create a cement like substance to

really stick themself on. It takes 36-48 hours after

the tick starts feeding to fully engorge the tick and

infect you with the bacteria that causes lyme

disease. If undisturbed, a larva will stay and feed

for about 3 days, a nymph will feed for 3-4 days,

and an adult will feed for 7-10 days. To remove a

tick you can take clean tweezers to grab the ticks

butt as close to the skin as possible and pull up with

even pressure, making sure you get the head.



Entertainment Corner

Ozzy Osbourne ~Trae . S.

Ozzy Osbourne, aka the Prince of Darkness, is 73

years old. He is 5’10”. Ozzy was born at Aston,

Birmingham, which is in the United Kingdom. He

has done a lot of crazy things in his life. Here is a

short list of wild things he has done in his time as a

celebrity:

➢ Arrested and convicted for burglary.

➢ Ozzy took revenge on his teacher.

➢ Worked at a slaughterhouse.

➢ Ozzy's hotel was invaded by satanists.

➢ Angrily shot a bunch of cats.

➢ Set chickens on fire in a fit of rage.

➢ Ozzy bit the head off of a dove and a bat.

➢ Threw meat on his audiences.

➢ Put a live bat in his mouth.

➢ Shaved off people's eyebrows for fun.

➢ Surfed atop an aerial tramway.

➢ Embarrassed himself at the White House.

➢ Pushed a 50-inch TV out a hotel window.

Checkout his movies!

Clash Royale by Bryce Nelson

Clash Royale is a free to play real-time strategy

game developed by the creators of Clash of Clans. It

is also the reason I'm writing this article the same

day it's due. Clash Royale is a tower rush video

game with the objective being to destroy the most

opposing towers while also defending your own.

The game includes 1v1 and 2v2 game modes so you

can play with your friends. The game is played by

placing down characters, which you can unlock in

chests or given to you as rewards, with elixir. Elixir

is the game's currency. All players will

progressively collect more elixir while in a game

until it caps out at 10. There are over 100 different

characters/cards you can unlock, all of them

costing a different amount of elixir depending on

the abilities, health, strength and speed of them. It

is safe to say that if you play Clash Royale, you're a

real man, unless you use mega night.

Super Mario Film Producer Defends Casting

Chris Pratt By Elain Chaney

The fans have reacted to the Illumination of the

CEO’s defense of casting Chirs Pratt as Mario in the

Super Mario Bros film. The film is being made by

the Illumination label with Nintendo and Universal

co-financing the project. Chris Pratt’s name began

trending on social media on Thursday, November

25, 2021 as fans reacted to news that the actor will

be voicing Mario without the thick Italian accent

typically associated with the character.

Illumination founder and CEO Chris Meledandri

called Pratt’s Mario voice “phenomenal.” He said

that he “can’t wait for people to hear it.” People

can’t wait to see the movie!

Da Bestestest Teacher Yet by Madison

DeMarois

Why would I write an article about how awesome

a teacher is? Because it’s true! No one can beat Mr.

DeRosa; he is da best. He's a fun, loud, funny,



meme man. By getting to know and making

connections with the kids in a good way, he is the

best cookie-eating teacher around.

No one will tell me different about Mr. DeRosa. I

haven’t heard a bad thing about him yet, and I

never will, and if you do have smack to say, keep it

to yourself! ( ❛ ͜ʖ ❛ )


